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Alan moore is widely regarded as the best and most influential writer in the history of comics. his seminal
works include miracleman and watchmen, for which he won the coveted hugo awardver one to limit
himself in form or content, moore has also published two novels, voice of the fire and jerusalem, an epic
poem, the mirror of love, and four of his ground-breaking graphic novels, from hell leah moore (born 4
february 1978) is an english comic book writer, best known for albion and wild girl.other notable works
include tom strong, the end is nigh, witchblade: "shades of gray", co-published with top cow, "black
shuck" for 2000 ad and "storm warning" for the judge dredd megazine.. she is the daughter of comics
writer alan moore and the wife of writer john reppionory is a fictional comic book superheroine created
by rob liefelde first appeared in youngblood strikefile (vol. 1) #1 (1993), and initially starred in books
published by liefeld's extreme studios, which was a partner studio of image comics, a publisher that
liefeld co-founded in 1992llowing liefeld's departure from that publisher, the character went on to appear
in books published by opening with a 1919 deathmatch between two american superhumans in the ruins
of utopia, the second issue of moore and o’neill’s final comic series takes its readers on a breath-taking
ride over a waterfall of storytelling styles, from a startling 21st century lincoln island and its current
incarnation of the legendary captain nemo, through a new york coping with an ageing costume-hero
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